This series documents the influence of railroads on the growth and development of the United States, and highlights the important technology and notable events and individuals who were vital to the growth of the industry for almost 200 years. The series includes histories of individual railroad companies and of the railroads that serve a particular state or region. Stories of travel and books about art inspired by railroads are also featured.
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**The Indiana Rail Road Company**
America’s New Regional Railroad
Revised and Expanded Edition
Christopher Rund, Fred W. Frailey, and Eric Powell

**Off the Main Lines**
A Photographic Odyssey
Donovan L. Hofsommer

**The Electric Pullman**
A History of the Niles Car & Manufacturing Company
Lawrence A. Brough

**The Louisville, Cincinnati & Charleston Rail Road**
Dreams of Linking North and South
H. Roger Grant

**Railroads and the American People**
H. Roger Grant

**The Rock Island Line**
Bill Marvel

**On Railways Far Away**
William D. Middleton

**Wet Britches and Muddy Boots**
A History of Travel in Victorian America
John H. White Jr.